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Motivation 
How to build reliable & secure system software stacks?   

system software stacks 



Motivation 
  Android architecture & system stack 

 

From https://thenewcircle.com/s/post/1031/android_stack_source_to_device & 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_(operating_system) 

 



Motivation 

  Visible software components of the Linux desktop stack 
 

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux 
 



Motivation	
Linux Kernel Map: kernel components are sorted into different 
stacks of abstraction layers based on their underlying HW device. 



Motivation 
  Software stack for HPC clusters  

 

From http://www.hpcwire.com/2014/02/24/comprehensive-flexible-software-stack-hpc-clusters/ 
 
 

 



Motivation 
  Cisco’s FAN (Field-Area-Network) protocol layering  

 

From https://solutionpartner.cisco.com/web/cegd/overview 
 



Motivation (cont’d) 
•  Common themes: all system stacks are built based on 

abstraction, modularity,  and layering 
 

•  Abstraction layers are ubiquitous! 

Such use of abstraction, modularity, and 
layering is “the key factor that 
drove the computer industry 
toward today’s explosive levels 
of innovation and growth because 
complex products can be built from 
smaller subsystems that can be 
designed independently yet function 
together as a whole.” 
 

Baldwin & Clark “ Design Rules: Volume 1, 
The Power of Modularity”, MIT Press, 2000  



Do We Understand Abstraction? 

•  Mostly informal & language-
neutral (APIs, sys call libraries) 

•  Specification describes full 
functionality (but in English) 

•  Implementation is a black box 
(in theory); an abstraction layer 
hides all things below 

•  The “implements” relation 
between the impl. & the spec 

In the PL community: 
   (abstraction in the small)  

•  Mostly formal but tailored within 
a single programming language 
 (ADT, objects, existential types)  

•  Specification only describes type 
or simple pre- & post condition 

•  Hide concrete data 
representation (we get the nice 
repr.  independence property) 

•  Well-formed typing or Hoare-
style judgment between the impl. 
& the spec. 

In the System world: 
   (abstraction in the large)  



Problems 

•  What is an abstraction layer?  

•  How to formally specify an abstraction layer?  

•  How to program, verify, and compile each layer?  

•  How to compose abstraction layers?  

•  How to apply certified abstraction layers to build reliable 
and secure system software?   



Our Contributions 
•  We define deep specification and present a language-

based formalization of certified abstraction layer  

•  We developed new languages & tools in Coq 
–  A formal layer calculus for composing certified layers 

–  ClightX for writing certified layers in a C-like language  

–  LAsm for writing certified layers in assembly  

–  CompCertX that compiles ClightX layers into LAsm layers 

•  We built multiple certified OS kernels in Coq 
–  The initial version has 37 layers and can boot Linux as a guest 

–  Latest versions support interrupts and multicore concurrency 



What is an Abstraction Layer? 

memory	

memory	

primitives	

primitives	

abs-state	

abs-state	

M

R

overlay L2 ab
s

m
em


underlay  L1

C or Asm module 
implementation



Example: Page Tables 

concrete C  types




struct PMap {	

    char * page_dir[1024];	

    uint  page_table[1024][1024];	

};	

	




abstract Coq spec


Inductive PTPerm: Type := 	
     | PTP 	
     | PTU 	
     | PTK.	
	

Inductive PTEInfo:= 	
     | PTEValid (v : Z) (p :  PTPerm) 	
     | PTEUnPresent.	
	

Definition PMap := ZMap.t PTEInfo.	



memory	

Example: Page Tables 

abstract 
layer spec

  char * page_dir[1024];	
	
  uint page_table[1024][1024]; 	

C functions	
int page_table_init() { … }	
int page_table_insert { … }	
int page_table_rmv() { … }	
int page_table_read() { … }	

abstract state	

PMap := ZMap.t PTEInfo	
    (* vaddr ⇀ (paddr,  perm)  *)	

	

Invariants:  kernel page table is 	
a direct map; user parts are isolated	

abstract primitives 
(Coq functions)	

Function page_table_init = …	
Function page_table_insert =…	
Function page_table_rmv = …	
Function page_table_read = …	

concrete C
implementation



Formalizing Abstraction Layers 

calling abstract 
primitives in L1

spec  L2  with 
abstract state  abs

  

R



spec  L1
  

 simulation (implements)
 relation    R(abs, mem)

overlay 
interface

module M   with 
concrete state:   mem

C or Asm 
implementation

underlay 
interface

What is a certi:ied abstraction layer  (L1,  M,  L2)  ?

Recorded as the well-formed layer judgment L1  ⊢R  M  :  L2



Layer Interface vs. Deep Spec?  

RICH describe complex 
behaviors in detail 

FORMAL in notation with a 
clear semantics 

LIVE 
machine-checked 
connection to 
implementations 

2-SIDED 
connected to both 
implementations & 
clients 

? 
What is the precise definition of rich?   

How rich should it be?  



Problem w. “Rich” Specs 

C & Asm Module 
Implementation

C & Asm Modules 
w. rich spec A

C or Asm module  rich spec A

Want to prove 
another spec B ?

 rich spec B

?      ?     ?
Need to 
revisit & 
reverify 
all the 
code!



The Science of Deep Specs?  

L2 is a deep speciGication of M over L1 
if under any valid program context  P  of L2 , 

  【 P ⊕M 】 (L1)  and  【P 】(L2) are 
observationally equivalent 



L2

M

L1

R

Making it “contextual” using 
the whole-program semantics 【•】

 〖M 〗 (L1)  and  L2 simulates each other! 


L2 captures everything about running M over L1 

〖 M  〗 L1   ∼R    L2



Why Deep Spec is Really Cool?  

Deep spec L  captures all we need to know about a layer M 

•  No need to ever look at M  again! 

•  Any property about M  can be proved using L  alone. 
•  Provide direct support to concurrency 



Impl. Independence : any two implementations of the same deep 
spec  are contextually equivalent

L2 is a deep speciGication of M over L1 
if under any valid program context  P  of L2 , 

  〖 P ⊕M 〗 (L1)  and  〖P 〗(L2)are 
observationally equivalent 



L2

M

L1

R



Shallow vs. Deep Specifications 

C & Asm Module 
Implementation

C & Asm Modules 
w. Shallow Specs

C & Asm Modules 
w. Deep Specs

C or Asm module  shallow spec  deep spec



How to Make Deep Spec Work? 
No languages/tools today support deep spec & 
certified layered programming 

Challenges: 
 

•  Implementation done in C or assembly or … 

•  Specification done in richer logic (e.g., Coq) 

•  Need to mix both and also simulation proofs 

•  Need to compile C layers into assembly layers 

•  Need to compose different layers 



Our Contributions 
•  We define deep specification and present a language-

based formalization of certified abstraction layer  

•  We developed new languages & tools in Coq 
–  A formal layer calculus for composing certified layers 

–  ClightX for writing certified layers in a C-like language  

–  LAsm for writing certified layers in assembly  

–  CompCertX that compiles ClightX layers into LAsm layers 

•  We built multiple certified OS kernels in Coq 
–  The initial version has 37 layers and can boot Linux as a guest 

–  Latest versions support interrupts and multicore concurrency 



What We Have Done [POPL’15] 

L1
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Link 
everything 

together



Our Contributions 
•  We define deep specification and present a language-

based formalization of certified abstraction layer  

•  We developed new languages & tools in Coq 
–  A formal layer calculus for composing certified layers 

–  ClightX for writing certified layers in a C-like language  

–  LAsm for writing certified layers in assembly  

–  CompCertX that compiles ClightX layers into LAsm layers 

•  We built multiple certified OS kernels in Coq 
–  The initial version has 37 layers and can boot Linux as a guest 

–  Latest versions support interrupts and multicore concurrency 



The Conventional Approach 

OS Kernel Binaries (in Assembly) 

HW Machine Model  

OS Kernel 
Spec 1 

Property 1 

OS Kernel 
Spec 2 

Property 2 

OS Kernel 
Spec 3 

Property 3 …
… OS Kernel 

Spec N 

Property N 



The DeepSpec Approach 

OS Kernel Binaries (in Assembly) 

HW Machine Model  

Deep Functional Spec for OS Kernel 

Property 1 Property 2 Property 3 … Property N 

Do this only once 
for all properties ! 



The DeepSpec Approach 

OS Kernel Binaries (in Assembly) 

HW Machine Model  

Deep Functional Spec for OS Kernel 

Property 1 Property 2 Property 3 … Property N 

AFSpec1 AFSpec2 AFSpec3 AFSpec4 
… AFSpeck 

OSKBin1 OSKBin2 OSKBin3 OSKBin4 
… OSKBink 

CMod1 CMod2 CMod3 CMod4 
… CModk 

Compiler1 Compiler2 Compiler3 Compiler4 Compilerk 



The DeepSpec Approach 

OS Kernel Binaries (in Assembly) 

HW Machine Model  

Deep Functional Spec for OS Kernel 

Property 1 Property 2 Property 3 … Property N 

compilers 



Case Study: mCertiKOS            
Single-core version of CertiKOS 
(developed under DARPA CRASH & 
HACMS programs), 3 kloc, can boot Linux 

 

Aggressive use of abstraction over 
deep specs (37 layers in ClightX & 
LAsm) 



Decomposing mCertiKOS 

Based on the abstract machine 
provided by boot loader 

Current Target: Single-Core CertiKOS 

Physical Memory and 
Virtual Memory 
Management 
(11 Layers)	



Decomposing mCertiKOS (cont’d) 
Current Target: Single-Core CertiKOS 

 Thread and Process 
Management 
(14 Layers)	



Decomposing mCertiKOS (cont’d) 
Current Target: Single-Core CertiKOS 

 Virtualization 
Support 

(9 Layers)	



Decomposing mCertiKOS (cont’d) 
Current Target: Single-Core CertiKOS 

 Syscall and Trap 
Handlers 
(3 Layers)	



Interrupts & Devices? 

?	



Certified Abstraction Layers with 
Multiple Logical CPUs	
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mCertiKOS w. Interrupts & 
Devices [PLDI’16]	

36 

The first formally verified interruptible OS kernel with 
device drivers (quick demo on the extracted kernel). 
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Other Recent Accomplishments 

•  Concurrent & Multicore 
CertiKOS 

•  End-to-End Verification 
of Information-Flow 
Security Properties 
[PLDI’16] 

•  CertiKOS on ARM ---
Certified QuadCopter 



PL Meets OS: A Marriage Made in 
Heaven? 

•  PL is about uncovering 
the laws of abstraction in 
the cyber world 

•  PL is to use abstraction to 
reduce complexities 

•  PL depends on the 
underlying OS for sys lib. 
& managing resources 

•  Many PL issues can be 
easily resolved in OS 

•  OS is about building 
layers of abstraction (e.g., 
VMs) for the cyber world 

•  OS is full of complexities 

•  OS is to manage, 
multiplex, and virtualize 
resources 

•  OS really needs PL help 
to provide safety and 
security guarantees 



The CertiKOS / DeepSpec Project 

Killer-app:  high-assurance “cyber” systems (of systems)! 
 
 

Conjecture:  Today’s PL’s fail because they ignored OS, 
and today’s OS’es fail because they get little help from PLs 

 
 

Opportunities (or our short-term deliverables): 
–  New certified system software stacks (CertiKOS ++)  
–  New certifying programming languages (DS vs. C & Asm) 
–  New certified programming tools 
–  New certified modeling & arch. description languages 
–  We verify all interesting properties (not just safety / partial 

correctness properties) 

 


